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MEMORABLE GIFTS FOR YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Members: Enroll yourself in Capitol Hill Village‘s Rise and Shine program.
As discussed previously in the CHV News and described in our April 17, 2008, mailing
to all Capitol Hill Village members, we have begun a new ―Rise and Shine‖ service for members of the Capitol Hill Village.
The program is designed primarily for members living alone and is based on the principle of neighbors helping neighbors through shared contact and responsibility. CHV members
who participate are paired with a neighboring member as a ―Rise and Shine‖ partner and share
a daily telephone chat with that partner at a mutually agreeable time to assure that both are
okay. If an expected call is unanswered, that will set in motion steps for a follow-up call and,
when needed, a quick home visit by Capitol Hill Village volunteers to investigate. If necessary,
the DC emergency rescue squad will be called. Additional details regarding this service are
provided in the ―Capitol Hill Village ‗Rise and Shine‘ FAQS‖ document included in the April
17 mailing.
We especially encourage our individual members to consider the benefits of this service.
Members who wish to participate in this program need to send the ―Rise and Shine‖ enrollment
form included in the April 17 mailing to the CHV office. If you need an additional form, an extra copy of the ―Rise and Shine‖ FAQS or have any questions regarding this service, please

contact the Capitol Hill Village office at 202 543-1778.

Keep in mind: Father‘s Day is Sunday, June 15
Capitol Hill Village Membership – As the father, tell your children you gave yourself or give
your parent a year‘s worth of fun and free help, proven resources and Capitol Hill Village advocacy.
Contribute to CHV in memory, or honor your father, or another loved one – Capitol Hill
Village must have your financial support for operating funds during the next three to five years.
Dues will not cover Capitol Hill Village expenses until the membership grows substantially.
There are now 148 memberships; there must be approximately 600 for dues revenue to cover
CHV expenses. Honor someone of importance in your life who would be delighted to know
that you want him (her or them) to have the choice to stay on Capitol Hill throughout life.
Capitol Hill Village Gift Certificates – Give your dad one, or more $25 Capitol Hill Village
gift certificates to pay for Capitol Hill Village vetted providers, when a Capitol Hill Village
volunteer is not able to perform a requested service.
E-mail or call the village office to arrange a special delivery note to convey your gift.

MAY AND JUNE, 2008 CALENDAR
***** indicates events organized by Capitol Hill Village and/or Capitol Hill
Village members.
Others without asterisks are presented by Capitol Hill partners.
SINGLE EVENTS

Saturday, May 17,
6 to 8 PM

*****
Gallery Opening

The Corner Store
9th and South Carolina Ave SE

Monday, May 19, 7:30
pm
The home of Mary Procter and
Bill Matuszeski
324 G Street SE

*****
―Spring Singalong—Elvis Plus‖
Join Parker Jayne at the piano, and get in touch with your inner
Elvis for a dozen songs or so. Then be swept out to the Hills that
are Alive with the Sound of Music, and to London for the
bloomin‘ of Eliza Doolittle and My Fair Lady.
[OPEN TO CHV MEMBERS AND THEIR FRIENDS]
Email infor@capitolhillvillage.org or call 202.543.1778
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Friday, May 23,
7:30 pm

*****
―Author Reading‖

The Corner Store
9th and South Carolina Ave
SE

Granville (Red) Austin, in a detour from his occupation as an
historian of India, reading from ―Retrieving Times,‖ a
memoir of Vermont in the 1930‘s and 40‘s. A reception with
libations & light fare to follow the reading.
[OPEN TO ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED]
RSVP 202.544.5807

Thursday, May 29,
6:00 pm

―The Great Gatsby‖

Southeast Library
7th & D Street SE

The city‘s ―Big Read‖ program this year features F. Scott Fitzgerald‘s classic novel about life, morals and wealth in the
1920‘s. Come and discuss this classic.
[OPEN TO ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED]

Sunday, June 1,
3:00 to 7:00 pm

*****
Gallery Show

The Corner Store
9th and South Carolina Ave
SE

Exhibition and Sale of Fuse Glass Art
―Fragile Bowls for Peace‖ by the children of Watkins Elementary School and Art Teacher Laurie Siegel
Proceeds to benefit Doctors without Borders
[OPEN TO ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED]

Thursday, June 12,
10:00 am

*****
―How the 2008 Election is Shaping Up to be a
Favorite for Historians‖

Home of Nancy and Guy
Martin
1124 E. Capitol Street NE

Saturday, June 14,
8:00 am
Find out where to meet when
you sign up.

Writer, political junkie and CHV member Nancy Martin talk
about the candidate selection and electoral processes, then compare what is happening in 2008 with 1789, 1800, 1824, 1876,
1888 and 2000.
[OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY]

*****
―Walk to the National Cathedral and Return‖
Join Capitol Hill Village board member and marathon runner
Edith Lanum on a walk to the National Cathedral. There will be
opportunities to leave the walk before arriving at the final destination and near the National Cathedral via METRO. Those who
are interested can walk both ways. Refreshments will be available at the National Cathedral before returning. (Rain date June
21. Go/NoGo will be conveyed to members via telephone at 7
am on the 14th, so signing-up in advance is essential.)
[MEMBERS AND INTERESTED PERSONS ARE WELCOME]
Email infor@capitolhillvillage.org or call 202.543.1778
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Monday, June 16,
12:45 pm
Madison Building
Library of Congress
Independence Ave SE, between 1st & 2nd Streets

*****
―Local History and Genealogy Tour at the Library
of Congress‖
Our group will gather in the lobby. We will obtain reader registration cards (photo i.d. required -- process takes about 10 minutes) for the Library of Congress first. These cards allow you to
use all of the reading rooms of the Library of Congress at your
convenience.
After receiving the reader registration cards, we will proceed
to the Local History and Genealogy Reading Room, located in
the Jefferson Building. Reggie Downs, a genealogy librarian at
the Library of Congress, will give us a presentation on using the
Library facilities in general, and the particular resources available there. For genealogical research, this is one of the best collections in the world.
[OPEN ONLY TO CHV MEMBERS]
For reservations, please call Kay Elsasser at 202-544-0552.

Sunday, June 22,
4:00 pm

*****
―The Caretaker‘s Art--for Caretakers‖

The Corner Store
9th and South Carolina Ave
SE

Sharon and Mike Ambrose again will talk about what they
learned in adapting their lives to cope with Sharon‘s debilitating
illness in 1997--2007, the challenge of engaging medical providers in a genuine partnership, and what they learned about the
support available in DC. This time, you are urged to attend
WITH your caretaker, durable power of attorney for health care
(your decision maker if you are incapacitated).
[OPEN ONLY TO CHV MEMBERS AND THEIR CARETAKERS]
Call the Village office to sign up for this event: 202-543-1778

CONTINUING EVENTS

Tuesdays and Thursdays,
10:00 am
Capitol Hill Presbyterian
Church
4th & Independence Ave SE

*****
―Class Offering of Chi-Gong‖
The gentle but powerful Chinese movement exercise known as
chi-gong [pronounced chee gong] is offered, beginning this
May, for Capitol Hill Village members by Joni Bell. Joni, herself a CHV member, has practiced this discipline for the past ten
years. Her strength and balance have improved remarkably, and
she credits the activity with helping her as a 30-year patient with
multiple sclerosis. The twice-weekly classes last 30 to 40 minutes.
[OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY]
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Every Tuesday,
12:15 to 1:15 pm
St. Mark‘s Yoga Center, Arts
Studio
301 A Street SE

―Easy Does It‖ Yoga
Yoga is an outstanding form of exercise for seniors, and is encouraged by the American College of Sports Medicine. Its
benefits include increased flexibility, improved breathing, better
balance and nerve function, and relief from a number of ailments. The classes are designed to strengthen, stretch, and restore body, mind and spirit. Your first class is free, and yoga
mats and blankets are available at no cost. Consult the web site
for details on the schedule of costs for these affordably priced
classes: www.stmarks.net/arts/yoga, or call Christine Romero at
202.544.6356.
[OPEN TO ALL]

Every Saturday,
―Tai Chi‖ Practice
8:00 to 9:00 am, for
form practice,
Another gentle form of exercise for all ages, and especially use9:00 to 10:00 am, for ful to seniors. It promotes strength and balance, as well as deep
breathing and relaxation. It has been described as ―moving
push hands practice
meditation.‖ Under the direction of Dr. David Walls-Kaufman,
Lincoln Park

tai chi is not difficult to learn, and can be performed at whatever
physical level one brings to it. For additional information, call
Capitol Hill Chiropractic Center at 202.544.6035.
[OPEN TO ALL]

Remaining Saturdays ―Join the Capitol Hill Village CHIP (Capitol
Hill Intergenerational Program)‖
in May and June 5
Join the Capitol Hill Village CHIP (Capitol Hill Intergenerational Program) - Help a young person and improve your world.
Washington, DC, has a service learning program requirement
for students. Before graduating from the eighth grade and later
from high school, students must volunteer their time helping
others. What can they do for you? Children grow up with technology skills and they are strong. Utilize these comparative advantages on the Saturday mornings of May 17, 24, 31 or June 5.
Call or e-mail the CHV office to sign up and improve your life
by: having the student and a supervising adult program your
clock, television, thermostat, car radio, so it works the way you
want, and reserve one of those Saturdays for your heavy spring
yard clean-up. Plan to spend some time talking about what you
learned when you were 12 and 13 that has served you well
throughout life.
[OPEN TO MEMBERS ONLY]
E-mail or call the Village office to sign up for this event: 202543-1778
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
I have been the Executive Director of Capitol Hill Village for one year! This is a good time to
take stock of what has been accomplished and where we are headed.
Last May and June, new to my job, I listened to the board of directors tell me what they had
done and what they hoped would happen.
We all agreed there should be interesting activities to pick up on the desire of members to make
new friends and share interests. That has become a reality. We have received high marks for
the events we make happen and those we promote that partners offer. Please take the time to
look at what is ahead in May and June by examining closely the Capitol Hill Village calendar in
this CHV News. Our disappointment is that more do not participate.
There was enthusiasm for the ―Be Prepared‖ agenda I pulled together around the ideas the
board of directors had in mind. We have:
-- members aware that communication with the health care world requires organization on
their parts and advocacy either by family members or volunteers.
-- started the effort to help members sort out how they will pay for long term care if they
need it.
-- begun to urge universal design for any renovations members decide to undertake as
well as sorting out how to make changes that enable members to have full access in their
vertical homes.
We altered the vision and made Capitol Hill Village a volunteer-first organization, initially to
preserve as long as possible the contributions made by many of you to get Capitol Hill Village
off the ground. What we quickly realized, however, was that Capitol Hill is a perfect place to
make mutual support the centerpiece of the organization.
Capitol Hill Village has volunteers of all ages. For example, the Capitol Hill Village CHIP program (Go to Continuing Events to read more about the intergenerational mutual help we are
facilitating.) Youths who visit William Penn House are helping income-challenged members
make needed home improvements. And at the other end of the age continuum, one of our volunteer drivers for the hazardous waste disposal program (and the great mind who hatched the
idea to pick up stuff from other members) is 87.
The backup of vetted vendors, all chosen from businesses recommended by you with additional
vetting starting with checking with Washington Consumers Checkbook, has worked out well.
We emphasize to members that Capitol Hill Village make the calls, not the member, so it is
clear to our chosen businesses that they are reaping value from associating with Capitol Hill
Village.
After every Capitol Hill Village service is performed, a volunteer calls the member to see if
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their expectations were meet…so Capitol Hill Village can make adjustments as needed. Plus
our accumulated data give us the insight to ask for discounts from our vetted vendors. We
know there are relationships building among volunteers, so services happen without Capitol
Hill Village knowing. Community building is a happy outcome of what we have underway and
a natural extension of the strong Capitol Hill neighborly culture to help one another.
Answering the telephone 24/7 has been good for members and for me. Those who call get service, including:
--our member who fell and wanted a medical advocate to help her navigate the health
care system,
--the member who needed an immediate ride to her physician‘s office on a Saturday,
--the member who needed someone to help her shop two days before Christmas,
--the member whose niece needed rides to visit him in the hospital and weekend advice
on how to manage his care from another state.
These remarkable feats happen because I have people who will go into action to call, both volunteers and business partners.
Capitol Hill Village‘s weakness (and mine) is convincing many more Capitol Hill neighbors
that Capitol Hill Village membership is worth the dues. We need more dues revenue to put
aside the need to ask for charitable gifts. Our ―Membership Plus‖ program: to deeply discount
membership dues for individuals whose income is $40,000 or less (household income of
$50,000 or less) should grow faster than it has—individual members receive $250 in gift certificates to use with vetted vendors (households are given $375), so members with qualifying incomes receive more than they pay. Foundations, most notably the Capitol Hill Community
Foundation, have helped, but we need to persuade more foundations that the innovations Capitol Hill Village has introduced will make Capitol Hill an even better place to live, as well as
ease the village-concept replication potential in other neighborhoods in DC and across the
country.
We are working with the DC government to help those with lower incomes living on Capitol
Hill obtain grants to improve the appearance of their home facades. We hope to build other
bridges among city programs and funding sources to help Capitol Hill Village members pay for
long term care, when they need it.
The board and I would be interested in hearing your views about how we are doing and the way
ahead. Members will be receiving a call from a board member in late May to solicit opinions.
You can tell us what you think in an e-mail and whether you also would like to receive a call.
--Gail Kohn
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CAPITOL HILL VILLAGE AT EASTERN MARKET
Capitol Hill Village member
Jim McMahon and Executive
Director Gail Kohn were the
first team to man a Saturday,
CHV information booth outside Eastern Market, drawing
passersby by selling $1-tickets
for a drawing on the quilt
hanging to their right. The
booth, sitting in the Port City
Java courtyard, will be there
Saturdays through May.
The quilt was donated by CHV
members Claudia and Peter
Bell, who said they ―wanted to contribute something nice to the Village.‖ Claudia says
she and her quilter friends currently are working on a hand quilt they will donate to
Capitol Hill Village for fundraising next summer.

EXERCISE IS IMPORTANT
Probably, no surprise to Capital Hill Village members: aging affects your body. Yet, exercise
can counteract many of those negatives, as well as add other benefits.
This was the main message of two fitness trainers from Results Gym, who spoke recently with
CHV members on why ―it is never too late for fitness.‖
Both trainers -- Betsy Agle and Shawn Polson -- have done special work with older clients and
Agle is a charter Capital Hill Village member. Both stressed, repeatedly, that aging is not a reason to stay away from exercise, but a reason to begin exercise or to improve whatever you already do.
Research has shown that 90-year-old women can lift safely and show benefits. Using weights
they could lift for only 8-10 repetitions at the beginning, the women made strength gains of
more than 100%.
Polson says he learned a useful philosophy – strength equals balance – while teaching at the
Senior Slippers facility in Texas. As a person gets older, he explained, strength training makes
you stronger, and being stronger leads to your having more balance. ―Strength will make your
life easier,‖ he added.
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In addition to serving as trainers at Results Capitol
Hill gym, 315 G Street SE, Polson runs a Wellness
Program for the National Archives staff, while Agle
does training sessions at private homes, including
with many Capitol Hill residents.
As one‘s body ages, Agle explained, your body tissues lose water, leading to decreased mobility and
even low back pain. Also, blood pressure and cholesterol levels may rise.
In addition, she said, ―a cross-cut view of muscle on a
20-year-old is almost all red, but with aging, the cross
-cut shows less and less muscle, more and more connective tissue and fat.‖ And, as many already know,
aging affects your endurance and stamina by reducing heart and lung capacity and muscle strength.

Shawn Polson

Another issue especially important for an older person, Agle continued, is poor posture. ―As your shoulders begin to round and your head moves forward,
your lungs lose capacity to take in air, you get
winded. This also creates the fat pad at the base of the
neck known as the dowager‘s hump.‖
A frequent response among some CHV members to
urges to exercise is: I already do, I walk a lot. But for
better living and good aging, the trainers said, remember that a program should include cardiovascular
activity, strength training, flexibility to stretch muscles and connective tissues, and balance (both standing and moving).

Betsy Angle

To get started, the trainers agreed that it‘s often helpful to identify activities that you enjoy,
such as dancing, swimming, basketball, or which help toward meeting a particular goal, such as
preparing for a vacation or competing in sports. For others, improving their general fitness or
ability to live independently are sufficient goals. Finding a companion and/or purpose also can
be helpful.
―Gardening can be fabulous for your health, with all the bending and carrying and pushing and
pulling involved,‖ Agle said, adding ―as long as it is done with attention to proper form.‖
Margaret Missiaen, known as ―The Tree Lady,‖ stays in shape by planting trees all over Capitol
Hill. Already in her personal program, along with gardening, is a yoga class. ―Yoga provides
the muscle strengthening that I need to get up and down in the garden and I enjoy the relaxation
component…. I feel so good afterwards.‖ As a result of the fitness talk, she will add a daily, 30
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-minute brisk walk to improve bone strength.
Board Vice President Mary Procter, a frequent walker and tennis player, said she will add a
bone density activity that she learned from the talk, ―jumping down off the last stair step a
dozen times or so‖ at home.
―The session also gave me an inkling of what it is to strengthen the core muscles,‖ so that also
will be on her list, Procter said. ―We were taught to form a downward facing plank on forearms
and toe tips, a position that strengthens abdominal muscles and arms. I marveled at Gail Kohn‘s
ability to hold that position for a long time.‖
Kohn (CHV‘s executive director) recently became a regular at Results Gym, in part to improve
her rowing abilities, one of her exercise loves.
The stress placed on muscles and bones by strength training is good, explained Polson. He
added ―people tend to plateau, when, after a while of doing the same old, same old, your muscle
no longer is stressed.‖
Proper form and correct weights are important for a varied set of exercises that achieve benefits
and don‘t injure joints, Agle said. Finding good classes or working with a trainer are ways of
keeping your activities challenging and safe, she said. ―Choices about how to work with a
trainer are completely individual. I work with some clients two or three times each week, while
others I see for a few sessions and then they return six months later for a couple of sessions on
new exercises.‖
An information packet is available from Capitol Hill Village, including a list of places and
classes on Capitol Hill for a variety of exercises, posture and stretching activities to do at home,
and an update on strength training. E-mail info@capitolhillvillage.org or call 202.543.1778.

CAPITOL HILL MAPS
Maybe, the largest surprise at the Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress is
that it is a person-to-person place.
The section staff is waiting to help you find your Capitol Hill house on one map, and then track
its history via another map and then another and then another.
And, no, this isn‘t a dream. It‘s a fun find.
Capitol Hill Village members recently toured the block-long, underground level map section at
the Madison Building to introduce them to using this collection of 5.2 million map sheets.
While the visit centered on researching Capitol Hill houses, the vast collection covers the
world, including ocean floors; NASA photos; maps used to prepare a respected Historical Atlas
of the U.S., and a collection of maps and views inscribed by soldiers on their powder horns
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from the 1750‘s to 1812.
The division‘s oldest map dates to 1320
A.D., the earliest District of Columbia-area
maps to the mid-1800s. Yet, ―we are not a
stagnant collection. We are a growing,
breathing collection,‖ with at least 50,000
maps added each year, explained Edward
Redmond, cartographic reference specialist
who led the tour.
Probably the most popular section, he said,
contains county land ownership maps that
are useful for genealogical studies.

From Left to Right: Hazel Kreinherder, Kay Elsasser,
(CHV members), and Edward Redmond (Cartographic
Reference Specialist)

Much of the vast collection was prepared
commercially, including the Sanborn Fire
Insurance Co. collection, which has 12,000 detailed maps of U.S. cities and towns, prepared
and periodically updated from 1867 to 1980. (Sanborn continues to do maps for Washington,
D.C., and New York City.)
The collection includes 114 drawers of maps of the District of Columbia from many sources -the maps that offer information on your Capitol Hill home. The D.C. maps run from basic
sheets, such as for 10 blocks of Capitol Hill, to those made for specific purposes like fire insurance coverage or neighborhood water resources or grave sites to streets and commercial buildings.
Redmond said library staff is on hand to assist you in researching your house, or any other interest, such as history related to a possible vacation site abroad. ―The best bet is to work backwards,‖ Redmond stresses, beginning with the most recent maps, so that the present site is identified and then going back in time identifies changes in that site and the surrounding area.
He also suggested a researcher should bring a digital camera for photographing materials, as
taking pictures does not break copyright restrictions. Library personnel also can provide copies
for you, but at a cost.
―And you can be walking out with gifts for your grandchildren on your camera,‖ Redmond
added.
Many of the Library of Congress map materials can be found at www.loc.gov/rr/researchcenters.html.
But Redmond stressed that library staffers are delighted to assist Capitol Hill residents in person, even more materials are available in the library map rooms, and camera-made copies are
free.
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The map rooms are open the same hours as the full library, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
A reader identification card, which allows a citizen access to materials throughout LOC, can be
obtained quickly at Room 140 of the Madison Building, 100 Independence Avenue SE. Bring a
photo ID, such as a driver‘s license, to register. The card remains valid for two years.
Capitol Hill Village member Kay Elsasser, who retired in 2001 after 29 years as a subject cataloger for the Library of Congress, says many other sections of the congressional library also can
be useful for CHV members. She promises to arrange other division tours in the future.

THE BOOMERS ARE COMING! THE BOOMERS ARE COMING!
The first of the nation‘s 78 million baby boomers, defined as those born between the years 1946
and 1964, are beginning to turn 62. All members of the generations that declared, ―Don‘t trust
anyone over 30!‖ are now over 40.
Baby boomers have been the elephant in
the snake‘s belly as they have moved
through their various life stages, changing life as we know it at every stage.
Now they‘ll be tackling life for seniors.
Baby boomers will not be like ―seniors‖
as we have known them. Boomers, by
and large, won‘t be ―retiring.‖ They‘ll
begin new and different careers, work
part time, get serious about what had
been their leisure activity, get involved
in meaningful volunteer work -- or do
some combination. Their lifestyles will
drive their desires for kinds of homes to
live in, and the changes they drive will
change housing forever.

Judy Schriener and Mary Procter

So said Judy Schriener, longtime journalist covering advertising and marketing and, for the past
two decades, design and construction, in a May 3 talk to Capitol Hill Village members at Riverby Books. She is in the process of writing a book on building homes for aging baby boomers,
to be published by McGraw-Hill.
The trend toward ―universal design‖ – homes that are livable and comfortable for all ages and
physical conditions – steadily will increase, as will environmentally friendly features, she said.
People want to age in place, and boomers will demand that homes accommodate them. That
will result in homes designed with more flexibility, more age-neutral fixtures, and fewer barriers for people with physical disabilities.
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Manufacturers are starting to promote new or improved products, Schriener said, including
heated floors, grab bars that don‘t look clinical, walk-in bathtubs, appliances that don‘t require
extreme bending or reaching, decorative lighting that provides adequate light for aging eyes,
and energy-saving devices of all kinds. Transit-oriented design (TOD) will become prevalent
as cities and towns combine, in one area, mass transit, shopping, medical facilities, housing,
parking and cultural venues.
―Putting oldsters out to pasture won‘t cut it anymore, as boomers remain active long past previous generations,‖ she noted.
Homebuilders will have to offer flexible alternatives based on lifestyles, she continued. Households will become increasingly diverse. Many boomers will have aging parents move in with
them, and often their grown children also will return. At the other end of the spectrum, according to a study by a national planning trade group, the U.S. housing market increasingly will be
dominated by aging, empty-nester and single-person households. As people live longer and
stay active well into ―old age,‖ housing will become friendlier to all ages and physical states.
These trends are just beginning, she said, with pockets of transformation that have been initiated by builders, planners and communities.

THE CAREGIVER‘S ART
The past decade for Sharon Ambrose, Capitol Hill‘s former D.C. Councilmember, has been, too
much, a life of medical mysteries.

―The euphemism

While she became more and more ill, husband Mike Ambrose within my family for
worked through what seemed a medical maze to find answers this time is, ‗I was
for Sharon. Yet, even close friends of the Ambrose family
away‘,‖ Sharon said,
knew little more than that the councilwoman was not well.

with a smile. ―I wasn‘t
there. I was talking, I
was responding, but I
really was not there.‖

Now that Sharon is recovering, they also are beginning to
share some of their lessons with others. The Ambroses recently spoke before Capitol Hill Village members. They
spoke openly of the fact that Sharon had been so ill, she was
unable to sit up or to feed herself, and that her cognitive functioning also was impaired seriously for months.
―The euphemism within my family for this time is, ‗I was away‘,‖ Sharon said, with a smile. ―I
wasn‘t there. I was talking, I was responding, but I really was not there.‖
Sharon said her key lesson ―from this most extraordinary experience is (that) you need an advocate when you go through a serious illness … a medical advocate of some sort is a critical part
of good treatment and good outcome.‖
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She added that one of the ―musts‖
for Capitol Hill Village, which has
a medical advocate program underway, is to have ―skilled‖ advocates.
Noting that a physical therapist
who hadn‘t seen her for months
exclaimed, ―It‘s a miracle‖, in seeing Sharon walking in a rehabilitation facility, Sharon said, ―It is a
miracle because I had Mike, who
was pushing so hard and being a
guardian angel all this time, and
some very good physicians.‖
Sharon and Mike Ambrose
Mike Ambrose, whose retirement
after many years at HHS just happened to coincide with the worsening of Sharon‘s already poor health, ended up working fulltime as her caregiver and medical advocate.

Initially, Mike was frustrated, overwhelmed as Sharon got sicker and sicker, and medical people didn‘t seem able to find the answer. He didn‘t know how to care for Sharon at home, and
he began to discover inadequate communication and cooperation among the many medical professionals involved in her care.
But, once Sharon was hospitalized, he realized, ―this was dealing with a bureaucracy. Doctors
and nurses all have their missions and norms. All of a sudden, I was at home.‖ Mike‘s federal
career included ―working directly for political appointees (in a very respectful way),‖ experience he describes as ideal preparation for working with hospitals, insurers, and medical professionals of all kinds.

Mike ―was the only constant I had.‖

Mike‘s new position included exploring medical possibilities for Sharon, making sure that a variety of doctors all stayed both informed about
and interested in Sharon, and sending regular e-mail reports to their four children and other
close relatives.
Sharon said Mike ―was the only constant that I had‖ throughout the illness. She even has no
memory of visits of her grown children and their families.
Sharon became a D.C. City Councilwoman in May 1997. The following year, she suffered an
unexplained loss of vision in one eye, then the second eye worsened, and she was declared legally blind. Next came classic symptoms of multiple sclerosis or MS – an inflammatory disease
of the central nervous system -- including arm, leg and hands tingling and weakness in her legs.
A neurologist identified lesions on her spine and concluded that her vision loss meant MS also
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was attacking her optic nerve. Sharon

NIH Concluded ―she didn‘t have MS.‖ started physical therapy and shared with
Mike the task of daily injections, standard
MS medical care.
―I was able, as most of you know, to carry on with my Council duties and everything else.‖ Yet,
by late 2004, ―I was getting very sick, very weak.‖ Pain worsened, but she refused a cane or
wheel chair in public. Instead, staff always walked close beside her and helped keep council
work moving along. Sharon headed the Economic Development Committee, which was considering creation of a new baseball stadium, and various other large projects.
Some people were aware Sharon was suffering from MS, but most only knew she was not well.
―I always was leaning on someone… by summer of 2005, I really was beginning to have difficulty remembering, concentrating.‖ Family pushed her to see another neurologist. ―We didn‘t
know what really was wrong,‖ Mike said. But Sharon refused, feeling it wasn‘t quite proper,
until two longtime personal doctors told her ―you really need to seek another opinion. Then, I
felt I had permission.‖
In the midst of this, another illness appeared. Sharon‘s Irish-American fair skin started changing toward an olive tone. ―It didn‘t bother me because I couldn‘t see it,‖ Sharon said. Finally,
her sister-in-law (a nurse) expressed strong concerns. Sharon discussed it with her internist,
who sent her to a dermatologist, who identified a rare liver disease that required regularly drawing off a quantity of blood.
When Sharon finally agreed to a new neurologist, Mike talked with friends who opened doors
at the National Institutes of Health, where the well-known MS neurologist Dr. Henry McFarland
ordered a full battery of tests over fall 2006. McFarland concluded she didn‘t have MS, and
those medications were halted.
But her health continued to decline, she kept getting thinner and weaker.
Sharon decided not to run for City Council re-election, but continued as an active member
through 2006. Once, she told Council Chairman (and friend) Linda Cropp that if ―I start to babble, just cut me off and my staff will help me leave.‖ But she remembers nothing of Christmas
‗06, and learned only much later that during those difficult times ―I had successfully killed a
truly bad project.‖

―You are in danger here at home.‖

Mike noted that it was very difficult to decide
he no longer could let Sharon make her own health decisions, as she had done so over most of
these years. ―You are in danger here at home,‖ he would say when Sharon balked, and give her
the choice of their driving to the emergency room, calling 911, or her seeing one of her doctors.
NIH referred them to a specialist who had moved from NIH to a local hospital. There, more
tests produced a new diagnosis -- normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), a collection of excess
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fluid on the brain. Though the diagnosis was made on the basis of an MRI and other tests, her
worsening symptoms were consistent with NPH.

―a new set of challenges began‖

Treatment involves surgery to implant
a shunt that releases fluid, draining it,
when pressure builds up, through a thin tube into the abdomen. Not everyone can benefit from
the operation, so pre-testing is needed.
―This is where a new set of challenges began,‖ said Mike. While being there daily to feed
Sharon, he also was present for every test and for the daily rounds that gave him regular contact
with her neurologists.
While conducting tests to confirm the NPH diagnosis and determine whether she might benefit
from a shunt, doctors ―didn‘t see any improvements in Sharon‘s cognition.‖ Mike says. Yet, he
saw slight changes. ―Only someone who saw her as much as I did and knew her as well as I did
would see … the glimmer of mental activity.‖ This helped Mike persuade them to continue and
extend the critical tests.
To handle such situations, Mike contacted NIH and stimulated more coordination between NIH
doctors and those at the hospital. What followed was a series of near agreements on what to do
next, disagreements over how Sharon was reacting, debate if a new test being used elsewhere
should be tried, and a surgeon insisting on months of observation before considering a shunt
implant.
Mike kept all the doctors informed on others‘ decisions, e-mailed related published articles to
the group, refused the first surgeon‘s delay, and told the hospital that, if necessary, he would
look elsewhere. So another of that hospital‘s surgeons implanted a shunt.
―Then we faced the hard part. What should we do now?‖ Sharon would live, but would she
improve?
The immediate improvement expected from the shunt did not appear. Mike got the National
Rehabilitation Hospital (NRH) to accept Sharon, but staff concluded she wasn‘t progressing
there. Mike and some of the neurologists thought the shunt had not been set at a high enough
level, but the surgeon was unSharon would live, but would she improve?
willing to change it.
Then, in an effort to buy her a little more time at NRH, Mike agreed to a test to determine
whether implanting a pump for a particular medication would help Sharon improve. The test
involved, as a by-product, drawing off a little cerebrospinal fluid. That evening, as Mike was
feeding her, she ―started feeding herself.‖ And for a short time ―she was brighter intellectually.‖
The conclusion was that the shunt had not been set at a high enough level, but this test and another procedure brought the fluid down to a level at which improvement – both physical and
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cognitive – could and did begin.
Then, it was on to a nursing home, and Mike found one that would provide therapy 6 or 7 days
each week. Finding the right one took work, he says, including getting a hospital social worker
(who wasn‘t allowed to recommend one) to at least say which ones to take off the list. Many
weeks of intense therapy followed, and Sharon was ready to go home.
Sharon continues outpatient therapy, and is back to making her
own decisions. Mike continues to be active with the Well Spouse
Association, a support group for those whose spouses are seriously ill. But, while earlier his new friends were providing him
with moral support and practical information, now he is a mentor.

Lesson number
one...have a patient
advocate.

Lesson number one, the couple repeats and repeats, is that any Capitol Hill Village member
who faces a serious illness must have a patient advocate. Sharon stressed that Mike, as her advocate, not only pushed the medical decisions that saved her, but also insured she never felt
alone. ―He was my lifeline.‖
In addition to being the push behind the exploration of Sharon‘s problems, Mike‘s constant
presence, especially at the short-staffed nursing home, meant staff was more attentive.
For sick members without close family, or whose spouse is not retired, Sharon added, Capitol
Hill Village can provide skilled advocates. It will differ in each situation, Mike said, but CHV
could help some advocates explore information, insure the patient is not alone too much, or provide support if the sickness worsens.
The Ambrose couple also emphasized an issue that Capitol Hill Village already has been putting forward in recent months. That is the need to prepare now, before severe illness strikes, a
medical power of attorney giving someone the right to make your medical decisions when you
are too sick to do so. Mike says it was essential to his ability to deal with doctors and institutions.
Capitol Hill Village Director Gail Kohn said that the Sharon and Mike Ambrose story explains
why she tries to provide a confidential advocate for a member struggling with illness. The CHV
membership is unaware of the details of advocacy relationships within the CHV advocacy program, but it is important for them to know that the program exists.
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